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 Hey there,

I am a resident of Exmouth and I have enjoyed this stretch of coast for years because of the
purity and peace it brings. We are lucky to have the ground and marine/wildlife we do that
reside and visit these areas, it must be one of the healthiest eco systems left on our planet.  I
am submitting this as an effort to protect the Exmouth Gulf from losing critical habitat that
feeds and develops our area and continues out to the whole marine par/coastline.

1. What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify

with in and around Exmouth Gulf? It’s a place of peace and enjoyment where you can

go with your dog, friends/family and enjoy the surroundings. It is full of extravagant life

which extends beyond what we even know,  holding a vital area that works in turn with

our marine park to create a really special and unique place in the world. The gulf is an

area where many species give birth, nurture and grow their young. I don’t believe we

even fully understand how unique and special the gulf is and how many unknown or

crucial animals it carries as not enough research has been done in the area. There is

little to none known  about invasive species in the area which can show a true

wilderness area. 

2. What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf? Regularly walking

my dog, fishing down along the shoreline, sailing, taking the tinny out for diving and

exploring, just enjoying the sunset on the beach at the end of a working day, whale and

marine life observing, crabbing, squidding, skurfing.

3. What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf? Over

fishing and pollution especially with the increase of tourism this year because of

COVID, few of the proposed projects that will greatly impact the marine life and sea

floor being destroyed by the construction and not knowing how bad the damage will be

it could affect the whole coastline aswell as ongoing effects from increased boat traffic

and pollution.

 fishing and prawn stocks

will surely be affected by the massive change and development.

4. What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or

business? I  will be affected by any repercussions during and

from the construction which will no doubt cause damage to the purity of the area and

its inhabitants as the gulf is so important to keeping our marine park healthy and as

these two areas go hand in hand there is no doubt there will be seriously damaging

repercussions from this type of development. 



5. Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are

aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf? Subsea 7, cruise ship and fueling

station, limestone mining and oil and gas transfer. All of these short term economy

boosts for the town will have damaging effects on the biggest long term attraction to

the town which are tourism and fishing. We can pave the way to building and creating a

sustainable eco friendly area which can be leading in renewables energies which will

create long term jobs for locals without causing the damage that all these projects will

inevitably have on the area.  

Kind Regards,

Sent from my iPhone




